Triumph 650

The Triumph Bonneville is a standard motorcycle featuring a parallel-twin four-stroke engine
and manufactured in three generations over three separate production runs. The first two
generations, by the defunct Triumph Engineering in Meriden, West Midlands , England, were â€”
and â€” The third series, by Triumph Motorcycles in Hinckley , Leicestershire , began in and
continues to the present as a completely new design that strongly resembles the original series.
The steering angle was altered and improved forks were fitted a couple of years later, which,
together with the increased stiffness enabled overall performance to match that of the
Bonneville's rivals. In , along with engine modifications, the gearchange lever was moved from
right to left to comply with new regulations mandated for the American market and a rear disc
brake fitted. Several T models followed featuring various modifications and refinements
including electric starting from until production ceased with the closure of the Meriden works in
Although this should have been the end of the Bonneville, as it turned out it was not. These
continuation bikes are known as the 'Devon Bonnevilles', which did not reach the market until ,
and were not sold in the U. Production ended in Bloor's Triumph Motorcycles Ltd launched a
completely new model, the Bonneville cc , in September Originally built exclusively in Hinckley,
England, some models are now produced at the company's Thailand manufacturing facility,
which also makes components and accessories for various Triumph motorbikes. The new
Bonneville strongly resembles the earlier models in style and basic configuration, but with
modern engineering. Through , all engines had carburettors ; electronic fuel injection EFI was
then introduced to the models in Britain and to United States models in the model year, in both
cases to comply with increasingly stringent emissions requirements. Dummy carburettors,
which are actually redesigned throttle bodies made to resemble carburettors, have been added
to the models to retain the original vintage styling of previous years. From , all Bonnevilles
received a slightly larger and reshaped tank to accommodate the EFI pump, but the tank
capacity was not altered. Even though US models were not injected they still received the larger
tank, therefore the space for the pump was not used. All the bikes in Triumph's current "Modern
Classics" line are derived from the new Bonneville, including the SE with a smaller front wheel
to be marketed to riders who may have found the 19' wheel too tall , T , Thruxton , Scrambler ,
America , and Speedmaster. In , Triumph launched the "Sixty-8" line of Bonneville accessories,
offering vintage and modern-style items including seats, seat covers, cam covers, sprocket
covers, petrol tank covers, tank badges, panniers, and other items to allow Bonneville owners
the opportunity to customise their bikes for considerably less cost than traditional
customisations. The adoption of the EFI engine in rendered many of these accessories
obsolete, since tank covers, tank badges etc. The original T Bonneville was a speed-orientated
motorcycle, but the new Bonnevilles are softer and aimed at the roadster market. In particular,
the cc Bonneville competes directly with the Harley-Davidson , with MotorCycle News declaring
that "Triumph Bonneville is unquestionably the better motorcycle. Many different versions of
the original Bonneville were produced; suffix letters were given to denote the exact model.
Listed below in chronological order are the main types and their features:. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Main article: Triumph Bonneville T This section may contain an excessive
amount of intricate detail that may interest only a particular audience. Please help by spinning
off or relocating any relevant information, and removing excessive detail that may be against
Wikipedia's inclusion policy. December Learn how and when to remove this template message.
Bacon, Roy Triumph T Bonneville and Derivatives, Niton Publishing. Triumph Twins and Triples.
Davies, Ivor Triumph-The Complete Story. The Crowood Press. Gaylin, David MBI Publishing
Company. McDiarmid, Mac Triumph-The Legend. Parragon Publishing. Nelson, John Haynes
Publishing. Author, not given The History of British Motoring. Abbeydale Press. See also:
Triumph motorcycles Hinckley. Daytona Tigress cc. Tiger Cub. Tina T10 Tigress cc. Model H.
Tiger Triumph motorcycles Hinckley. Trophy Daytona Speed Four TT Rocket 3. Rocket III.
Trophy Tiger Explorer Tiger Street Triple. Trident Daytona Street Triple. Street Triple S.
Bonneville T Bonneville Bonneville T Speedmaster. John Bloor. Categories : Triumph
Motorcycles Ltd motorcycles Standard motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycles
introduced in Motorcycles powered by straight-twin engines Triumph Engineering motorcycles.
Hidden categories: Use dmy dates from January Wikipedia articles that are excessively detailed
from December All articles that are excessively detailed Wikipedia articles with style issues
from December All articles with style issues Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Triumph
Engineering Triumph Motorcycles Ltd. Four-stroke parallel twin. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Triumph Bonneville. Motorcycles produced under the Triumph brand, by both
the original company, Triumph Engineering Co Ltd , and its later incarnations, and the current
Triumph Motorcycles Ltd. Known as the Hinckley , Leicestershire era, â€”. Triumph's first

attempt to revive a classic-styled motorcycle based on its heritage, using the original modular
platform. Triumph's very successful attempt at a streetfighter motorcycle, similar to how
owners were "stripping down" modern sport bikes. Essentially a Daytona without a fairing and
fitted with a single round headlamp and conventional paired instrument pod. Originally and
pointlessly sold with just a 5 speed gearbox, but later versions had the same 6 ratios as the
Daytona. Wildly successful and included its own racing series. Still top heavy and not a true
sports bike, but one of the most charismatic bikes of the decade. Nearly always sold in all black,
with orange being rare and yellow extremely rare. Again, there was no fairing, although this time
it had twin headlamps in chrome pods to follow the "Street fighter" line, rather than the earlier
"cafe racer" appearance. Much lighter and easier to handle than the earlier Speed Triple it was
equally successful, though the appearance of the new engine was probably better suited to
being hidden behind a fairing. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. This
article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and
adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed.
March Learn how and when to remove this template message. See also: Triumph Legend cc.
Triumph Motorcycles. Archived from the original on 1 November Retrieved 30 October See also:
Triumph motorcycles Hinckley. Daytona Tigress cc. Tiger Cub. Tina T10 Tigress cc. Model H.
Tiger Triumph motorcycles Hinckley. Trophy Daytona Speed Four TT Rocket 3. Rocket III.
Trophy Tiger Explorer Tiger Street Triple. Trident Daytona Street Triple. Street Triple S.
Bonneville T Bonneville Bonneville T Speedmaster. John Bloor. Hidden categories: Articles with
short description Short description is different from Wikidata Use dmy dates from January Use
British English from January Articles that may contain original research from March All articles
that may contain original research Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Parallel twin. Predates
the "Turner Twins". Alternator electrical system. Sports version of the 5TA, first Tiger with ' unit
construction ', 'bathtub' rear enclosure. Police version of the unit construction T Road version
of the racing twin. C is the 'Competition' Model. High pipes on left side. Frequently referred to as
desert sleds when used for racing in the Western US. Lower overall gear ratios. Police version
of the unit construction Trophy. TR6R Tiger. R is "Road" Model. Trophy renamed Tiger for the
cc single carb as distinguished from the twin carb of the Bonneville TR cc. Almost identical to
the T; differentiated by the Tiger having a single as opposed to twin carburettor. Other
differences being cosmetic. TD Bonneville Special. Bonneville Executive. Triumph TR65
Thunderbird. TR7T Tiger Trail. TR65T Tiger Trail. TJ Bonneville Silver Jubilee. TES Bonneville
Electro. Triple with short-stroke crank fitted has the long-throw crank. Aimed at Super sports
market but more of a sports-tourer. Only circa made. These are now very collectable. From it
received a completely new and much larger fairing, designed by John Mockett, standard fit
panniers and a new exhaust system with low slung silencers to allow the panniers to fit. Trophy
SE [2]. Full touring motorcycle, sharing its all-new and shaft-driven triple with the Adventure
styled Tiger Explorer. As above but, as model became well known in its own right, Triumph
decided to drop the "Trident" part of the name. Facelifted in to include new unique to the Sprint,
at the time side panels and tail light. Sprint with improved suspension, higher pegs and
exhausts all taken from the, then current, speed triple and lower bars taken from the early
Trophy. Probably the best mix of all parts from the initial modular range of Hinckley Triumphs. A
combination of the original Daytona with the long stroke engine and a slightly more acceptable
riding position. Still too heavy and large to be a true sports bike, but a very charismatic and
robust high speed, long distance, tourer. The Daytona on which it was based was never a true
sports bike, being too heavy especially top heavy and unwieldy to compete with current sports
bikes. The Super III was an attempt to shed weight and increase power, but combined with a
very high price, only served to underline that this was a step too far for the original modular
design. These have become collectible bikes. Though discontinued in '96, it was relaunched as
a "Special Edition" in ' Only individually numbered machines were produced the number being
shown on a specially engraved plaque on the headstock. It featured with 6 pot brakes from the
Super III , black paint with gold lettering and gold wheels. One of the special plaques was
damaged in production and, when another one was ordered, it came as "number " in error.
Thunderbird with wider 19" front tyre, plus bob-tail rear fender similar to cruiser bike. Triumph's
first attempt at a cruiser, using the modular platform. All from engine number are 6 speed.
Thunderbird Sport Thunderbird with wider 17" tyres, plus "arguably" uprated engine the only
real visual difference is with the exhaust system , however the suspension and brakes are
improved with twin disc set up. The first true sports bike from the new Hinckley Triumph. Using
an engine only very loosely based on the long stroke triple motor, it was much lighter, more
powerful and used a unique alloy perimeter frame allowing the low centre of gravity and

dedicated sports bike handling necessary to compete in this market. It also had an alloy single
sided swing arm that was very similar to that offered by Ducati in their then current The first
production bikes featured a polished alloy frame, but these examples very quickly picked up a
reputation for catastrophic weld failure on the top rail leading to the headstock. It gradually
evolved with a new bodywork and improved engine mapping. It lost the single sided swinging
arm at one point, but then reverted to a single sided arm around a year later. Model eventually
discontinued and never replaced as factory felt that the high level of investment necessary to
stay competitive in the large sports bike market wasn't justified. Also "CE" Centennial Edition
version Limited production total , based off of the Street Triple , plus tweaks from Triumph's
Moto2 learnings. Scrambler Thruxton ABS Standard. Triumph Bonneville America. Rocket III
Classic. Rocket III Tourer. Classic Model with windscreen, soft saddlebags, backrest, luggage
rack and a choice of two-tone paint schemes. Rocket III Touring. Rocket III Roadster. Rocket 3
Triumph Factory Custom. After 10 years of producing bikes around a modern engine, Triumph
eventually succumbed to the need to build a true modern version of the classic Bonneville.
Using a counterbalanced air and oil cooled parallel twin motor, it looked as close to the original
'60's version of the unit construction Bonneville as it was possible to within current noise and
emission regulations. In Triumph released a limited edition model to commemorate the 50th
Anniversary of Queen Elizabeth's coronation. These collectable bikes were dubbed the "Golden
Jubilee" and featured an exclusive paint scheme and badging. Bonneville Bobber. The
Bonneville Bobber is a new Bonneville model introduced for the model year. It is a slightly
modified version of the same cc engine introduced in the Bonneville T in which gives it a little
less power but more torque. Budget Speed Triple using Trident engine, only in production for a
very short time. Using identical components to the version, the only way to tell this model apart
is the larger 18" diameter rear wheel, with 6 spokes rather than 3. All-new smaller Tiger with an
engine based in part on the existing cc motor used in the Daytona and Street Triple; was
available in several road- and off-road-orientated versions. Triumph Thunderbird. Adapted to
Euro5. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Triumph motorcycles. Make Triumph. Model
Tiger Model Tiger. Bike has New Electronic Ignition. Starts right up and is in excellent running
condition. Everything Works. Bone Stock is original. Tires are like new. Bike, has two keys to
the ignition. Electronic ignition is new. Front forks are rebuilt. Paint is original and in over all fair
condition, Painting is needed. Am leaving that up to the new owner. Bike is still sporting its
original decals throughout and is in great running condition. Buyer takes care of organizing
shipping and transportation arrangements for the vehicle purchased The buyer covers the
associated costs, including pick up, and freight A rare find a all original low mile ,triumph tr6r
this bike is turn key ready to ride ,it runs and shifts great please watch video and read complete
description. As long as the item is paid for with in 5 working days of auction's end , I will hold
item for 30 days with out any cost. Model Tiger TR6R. The engine is designed to give you
smooth, accessible torque when you need it. And the strong steel frame and long travel
suspension are built, not just to survive, but excite on road or trail. We built the Tiger for a
purpose, and that s what gives it its style. There are no side panels. Just essential covers and a
screen for a look that reflects how this bike should be used. With minimum painted surfaces just the fuel tank and front mudguard - the Tiger can take knocks and spills and still look good.
And with its purpose-made luggage, extended fuel range and spacious riding position you get a
bike with a thirst for long distance riding. Standard Features May Include: Engine The
three-cylinder engine is purpose made for its all-rounder, adventure role. The cc, fuel-injected
powerplant makes a strong 95PS and peak torque of 79Nm, but just as important, it's muscular
and willing right across its rev range to give you drive and urgency when you need it without
having to work the gearbox first. The engine communicates and stirs, inspiring rides for the
sake of riding, as only a three-cylinder can, then delivers the kind of performance that makes it
absolutely ideal for its role. Transmission The transmission is just as tough and dependable as
the rest of the Tiger , yet the clutch action is light and predictable. Giving you a bike that s
useable in off-road situations or just riding in heavy traffic. Changing gears through the
six-speed gearbox is smooth and reliable too, and thanks to the generous spread of engine
torque, you get a wide spread of ratios to suit all kinds of riding conditions. The chain final drive
is ideal for the best off-road suspension performance and even lets you change the overall
gearing if you want. High Level Silencer At its core is the Triumph signature three-cylinder
engine with its triple down pipes tucking tightly into one that flows back and up to the high level
silencer. Frame The backbone of the Tiger 's chassis is its tubular steel trellis frame
recognisable by the twin tubes running down each side of the engine. And we made the
girder-like rear subframe super strong to cope with heavy touring loads. The engine is
important here too, engineered as a fully stressed and crucial component of the chassis, adding
strength so the frame can be lighter for better agility. Suspension We never stop honing

suspension until we get it just right. And the Tiger is no exception. So at the front there are
43mm inverted forks, carefully matched to. Model TR6C. Runs Excellent. This would make a
great addition to a bike collection. Housed in garage. Serious Buyers Only. Austin, TX.
Fantastically original and untouched, but a superb rider! It was the last year of what many
considered some of greatest motorcycles ever made. Although it lies in the shadow if its big
sister, the Bonneville, the TR6 is probably one of the most rider-friendly and versatile Triumphs
made in the modern era. In , Triumph offered two variants of the TR6 - the C model, primarily
intended for dual purpose riding - and the R model for every day street and touring use. The
single carburetor twins reached the zenith of pre oil-in-frame development with features such as
a progressive and powerful dual leading shoe front brake, light throttle operation and a change
to an American SAE thread form on all fasteners. This change alone greatly assisted dealers
and owners alike in servicing the motorcycle. Other changes specific to this year include a
revised rear passenger grab rail, and a significantly improved engine breathing system. The TR6
of this year also features a fuel tank with a larger capacity than the Bonneville to further
enhance its touring capability. The timeless styling of this motorcycle, its throaty exhaust note
and overall reliability of a single carb configuration, make this a very rideable and desirable
collector motorcycle. The zenith of the collector grade motorcycle is an unrestored bike, still in
its original paint. And here is an excellent example. Owned from new by a local Southern
California gentleman, the bike, now showing 22, miles, was his prized possession. Completely
original and untouched, the bike oozes perfectly consistent patina and feels exquisite. This
highly collectible, numbers matching TR6 dates from this pinnacle year of , built in November of
It is absolutely original, in Spring Gold with black stripe and original Tiger sticker. The colors
are repeated on the striped fenders, also original to the bike. It features is original California
black license plate, and is currently registered. This survivor runs perfectly and has just
undergone an extensive service and sympathetic mechanical restoration by a true marque
expert, at considerable cost, including clutch, engine overhaul, brakes, cables, fork rebuild, etc.
When I say this is a kick bike, I am not saying it lightly. I rode it yesterday for the first time in 6
weeks and it fired up on the 2nd kick. It rides flawlessly. Brakes and suspension feel like a bike
should. It is fantastic and I would honestly ride it anywhere. It starts easily and idles smoothly,
and has good, responsive power. It shifts well through an excellent clutch. It even has the
original Manufacturers sticker on the frame. There are a few scratches and scuffs around the
bike, to be expected on a 45 year old machine, which has never been restored, and a couple of
dings in the top of the tank. The original wiring harness is still in place for the most part and all
electrical works as it should. Many of the survivors have been customized or restored. With
today's rising interest in barn finds and other unrestored motorcycles, this very special time
capsule Tiger offers a buyer the chance to own one of Triumph's most collectable street
machines, knowing that the investment is sound. Make Honda. Model Grom. Best of all, some
fresh new graphics and colors make the Grom even cooler. And the Grom makes ton of sense
when it comes to dollars and cents too: You can run it on pocket change, and you can park it
just about anywhere too. So what are you waiting for? Make Other. Model Morgan 3 Wheeler. Up
for sale is our exceptionally rare and unique Morgan 3 Wheeler! An updated version of the
iconic original, our model features an 82hp cc V twin engine, 5-speed transmission with reverse,
and a time in under 6 seconds! Built to provide a truly fun and open driving experience, this
vehicle is an absolute riot to pilot around town. The brilliant red painted body and supple tan
leather interior offer a beautiful contrast with the highly polished metal work. A truly unique
motoring experience, and a real head-turner! It still has break in oil in it. There is less than 20
miles on the build. South Caroilna's Brit bike shop. Make Custom Built Motorcycles. Model
Chopper. Needs complete rebuild. This was purchased from a customer who bought the bike
from the Triumph Dealer in , I don't know if he was the first or second owner, but the title is
original from !! This bike was well taken care of and hardly used. It only has 10k miles on the
odometer, but I am not sure if that works. I haven't driven this bike on the road, its been sitting
and I don't know a ton about Triumphs, so ill leave that to a British motorcycle expert. The bike
starts and runs fairly easy, but sounds rough after a few minutes. I am not sure if it needs new
gas and a carb clean, but again I'll leave that to the discretion of the expert. The bike is located
in West Chester, PA and I encourage viewing and inspection prior to sale if you have any
doubts. Since this bike has not been ridden in a while I also recommend restoring or going
through the entire motorcycle. Please read all descriptions thoroughly and ask all and any
questions prior to bidding. Parts are used unless noted and wear should be expected with age.
Always have trained proffesionals install your parts, and always consult with an expert prior to
bidding or purchase. I am not responsible for incorrect fitment. I do my best to describe all
items honestly and to the best of my ability. This item may fit a variety of models, so please
check with your local parts expert prior to bidding. TR6 PD Engine no. The larger capacity bikes

retained their sporting character but became more of a roadster as time passed, ending up, in
effect, as a single-carburetor T Bonneville, whose specification in all other respects it closely
followed. More tractable than the Bonnie and more economical too, the TR6 gave little away in
terms of outright performance, its standing quarter-mile time and top speed being within a
whisker of its twin-carb sibling's. However, although the pair possessed an impeccable engine,
Triumph's larger models were widely recognized as lacking in the handling department,
especially when compared to rivals Norton. Following the wholesale changes of frame layout in
the late pre-unit era, a single down-tube design was introduced on the cc 'unit' twins for ,
although even this would undergo several detail alterations over the next eight years. By the
decade's end the Triumphs had arrived at what most enthusiasts agree is the models' ultimate
incarnation, and today these late, pre-'oil-in-frame' s are becoming increasingly sought after by
collectors on both sides of the Atlantic. This very nicely presented matching numbers example
of the last and arguably the best year of pre-oil in frame bikes was built in November of It is
offered in Orange with Silver blades and shows a little over miles on the odometer. Mechanic
owned, the bike has been kept in truly excellent running order and runs wonderfully well. The
engine starts easily and idles well. The gearbox shifts well through a fresh clutch. Brakes and
suspension are both excellent with a fully operational electrical system. In fact, it brakes and
handles like a modern bike! It was recently fitted with a new battery. Cosmetically, the bike is in
very good to excellent condition. Paint and chrome are excellent with only some minor pitting in
the handlebars to detract. I would ride it anywhere without question. Grants Pass, OR. Bayfield,
CO. Fort Rice, ND. Waterford, MI. Ravenscroft, TN. North Fork, CA. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Triumph Tiger Year Make Triumph
Model Tiger Year Make Triumph Model Tiger. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category
- Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Grom. Category Sport Bikes Engine
Year - Make - Model -. Triumph : Tiger Triumph TR6, fantastic mechanical condition, matching s,
runs perfectly! ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Skip to main content. Related: triumph t triumph triumph bonneville triumph
vintage chopper triumph engine triumph chopper bsa triumph forks triumph pre unit triumph
bonneville triumph vintage. Include description. BSA 15 Items Emgo 13 Items Harley-Davidson 4
Items 4. Lucas 45 Items Norton 3 Items 3. Triumph 1, Items 1, Unbranded Items Yamaha 5 Items
5. Compatible Model. Bonneville T Items Bonneville T 26 Items KR 4 Items 4. Trident T 2 Items 2.
Ironhead Sportster 1 Items 1. Not Specified Items No Warranty Items Unspecified Length 16
Items Not Specified 3, Items 3, New 26, Items 26, New other see details 3, Items 3,
Remanufactured 19 Items Used 5, Items 5, For parts or not working Items Not Specified 2 Items
2. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 35, Accepts Offers 5, Auction
Buy It Now 35, Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International
Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold
Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View
Customize. Free returns. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Almost gone. Last one. Leave
feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last
updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
international shipping options and costs. Make Triumph. Model Bonneville. Selling this bike for
my Uncle. Its restored with original parts from England. No aftermarket parts used. Bike has
been completely gone through. Front forks rebuilt, new tires, brakes and rear shocks. The bike
is complete nothing missing or broken. Runs great. Exact original mileage is unknown but it has
miles sense the restoration work. Registration is up to date and clean title is "in hand". If you
have any questions or would like more photos of the bike please let me know. Thanks for
looking! Model Tiger. Totally Restored, vintage Triumph Bonneville, manual, gas. All work has
been done by a well established local garage, this bike is a true one off, very fun to ride. Sadly
being sold as we are moving. Please call and schedule a time to come and test drive it. New
shocks, exhaust, tires, battery and stainless steel front fender. Original points type ignition.
Runs strong fast and loud. Great old classic Triumph. Also have original front fender in very
good shape and the original fuel tank which needs rust repair. Would prefer local pickup and
cash, but will work with other buyers. Model Triumph Price firm, will not part out, sold as lot.
Model year not certain. Escape from routine at the twist of the throttle. Have the confidence to
ride the roads you want, the way you want, for as long as you want. And always with a relaxed,
elegant, high chrome style that looks good while you're doing it. Welcome to the cruise. This
bike isn't just built to look a certain way, it's built to feel a certain way. The America is
engineered around a unique engine so you get a truly authentic ride. One that connects you to
Triumph's long and rich cruiser heritage. Financing see our online credit application , credit
cards, trade ins and consignments all welcome, we ship nationwide. Show quality Triumph left
side panel with working headlight and ignition switches which are very rare and expensive.

There are two keys for the ignition switch. I am not certain of the year this panel fits but I think it
is around a to Any help identifying the specific year this item fits would be genuinely
appreciated. Pick up is in Lebanon, MO. Will accept cash only. Runs and rides excellent! Twin
original Amal carbs. All original parts, etc. The bike then sat with minimal use for a few years
and developed a little corrosion on some of the hardware, fitting, etc. The rear wheel has some
corrosion and a clean polished original rear wheel is included in the sale. Very original bike that
shows well, and rides even better. All lights and gauges work well. Not 71's floating around in
this condition. Please refer to the pictures for exact details. Comes with a clean matching
number title. Call or e-mail with any questions! We do our very best to represent the vehicles we
sell both cosmetically and mechanically. Our stellar eBay reputation over the last years should
put anyone at ease, but please do your research, ask questions, and buy all means feel free to
have any of our vehicles inspected prior to purchase. These are used vehicles so please expect
there to be small blemishes, imperfections, and some repairs needed. If you need help making
inspection or transportation arrangements, please contact us and we will gladly help! We are
not like other car dealers! We are 'Car Guys' just like you and aim to please all of our customers
to the best of our ability! Please call with any questions or concerns today! Please inquire about
transportation quotes! E Brentwood, TN All alloy tanks, rims and fenders. He was in a fatal
accident and his collection was sold off. I have since sold all but the Triumph. Now it is time for
it to find a good home. It is a beautifully executed combination of a low mileage Triumph
Bonneville and a Dunstall package specifically designed for Triumph and the race track. The
Racing components include the powder coated frame, stunning Dunstall alloy tanks, Dunstall
exhaust and factory racing alloy rims. She is extremely well built with a handsome fork system
and exhaust system. The bike has not been raced or run except for a start up check out
procedure limited road testing or ridden since the complete restoration. The speedometer
shows break-in miles. The beautiful alloy rims really look great on this bike. In summary, full
mechanical restoration, beautifully finished Dunstall racing package and a very rare motorcycle
indeed. There was a great deal of money invested in this motorcycle. She comes with an open
and clean title. No taxes collected. Will help arrange wholesale shipping if you request. Sold as
it is with out liens or warranties. All sales final. Please ask any questions or concerns you have
before bidding. Feel free to schedule a visit to inspect anytime prior to the auctions end.
Payment: Non-refundable deposit of is due with in 24 hours or you will loose your item. Full
payment for auctions is required no later than 4 days from auction end. I accept wire, checks
allow time to clear and good old green backs. This motorcycle is available locally and the
auction can be ended at any time. Shipping: With advance notice this motorcycle may be picked
up in Flagstaff, Arizona. Shipping is the buyer's responsibility. However, We can arrange
wholesale shipping to any location in the United States, Canada or worldwide. Send us your
address and we will get you a price for transport. International Buyers â€” Please Note: Before
bidding please do your own research regarding shipping and handling charges to your country.
We can help ship to any port and help with international shipping. Don't be afraid to ask! This
iconic Triumph Bonneville T motorcycle has just undergone a full restoration. This low mileage,
matching number motorcycle now has barely 20 miles on a perfect, professional restoration.
The new owner completed a record search on these correct and matching numbers and found a
Dealers Report of Sale issued to the state of California when new. Steve McQueen. It appears
that this motorcycle was sold by Ekins to his friend Steve McQueen as his about town rider
during which time he was filming On Any Sunday! This is truly a great find of a historic
motorcycle! This bike is advertised locally and may be withdrawn from auction early. Mileage:
This was a low mileage motorcycle prior to the restoration. It now shows less than miles on the
speedometer Paint: Excellent, show quality paint. Frame is painted black. Sheet metal: Original
and correct sheet metal. It is well fitted and without nicks or dings. Chrome: All chrome is
freshly plated using a high quality process Tires and Rims: Tires are brand new Dunlop X S18
on the rear and 3. They are mounted on chrome rims with polished stainless spokes.
Mechanical: The motorcycle is mechanically fresh and perfectly set up. With New battery and
wiring, it is charged to go. The dual carbs are ready to produce the famous power available from
this iconic motorcycle. This is a true track day tool. The result is a bike which is 2. Model
Bobber. This motorcycle truly epitomizes the spirit of Triumph. Agile, fun, punchy, brimming
with character, up for anything and great to look at. Its cc 3-cylinder engine bubbles, growls and
wails as you wind it up through the gears and, thanks to an all-new chassis, the handling is now
even sharper and more intuitive than it's ever been. And that's saying something. The bodywork
is new too. Colors appear as sharp slashes down the length of the bike from the slender tail
section to the lean-looking tank, narrow radiator side cover and the front mudguard. Neatly
finished by the striking new wheel design. You'll find yourself using the Street Triple for
anything from trackdays to traffic busting. We've created a machine that can turn the dullest

regular commute into
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a pleasure trip. Call Norm at for all the details. We now offer financing for parts, accessories
and installation through Snap Finance. Snap Finance provides easy financing for people with
bad credit, no credit or good credit. Snap is a great way to finance the things you need today.
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